
When in search of your dream home, you will attend many open house tours and tiresome
viewings. That’s why at C4D Crew, Minnesota’s home financing specialists, we wrapped up
some of the basic house showing protocol for homebuyers to follow.

A defining trick of the trade to find the right abode is the interaction between people. To
meet, negotiate, and work with realtors, and sellers comes down to etiquette and manners.

Those who offer the sale and open house will be kind and try to charm and impress you. It’s
how professionals persuade a client to buy a property. 

However, you, as the buyer, should have appropriate behavior, too. To make a good
impression at the open house and raise your chances to nail a house for sale you like, you
should stick to specific rules, known as the house viewing etiquette of realtors and buyers.

And don’t get all fussy when you see the word “etiquette.” It refers to several simple tips
that are meant to teach you how to act properly when visiting an open house.

First-time buyer or not:

TIPS FOR BUYING A CONDO FOR THE FIRST TIME
FIRST TIME HOME BUYER CHECKLIST: 15 QUICK TIPS
26 REAL ESTATE TERMS DEFINED FOR NEW BUYERS

So, what are the manners to follow while on a house-hunting?

Be on Time
House showings occur in an arranged day and hour and it’s essential to not be late.
According to Housebuyers4u, the seller and the broker appreciate when potential buyers
respect their busy schedules. Both homeowners and estate agents have to attend multiple
prospects and making wait are not doing you any favors. 

Show Courtesy
It’s a good impression to introduce yourself in a polite and sophisticated way. However, be
careful not to look pretentious. Just keep it humble and let others lead.

https://www.c4dcrew.com/
https://www.c4dcrew.com/homebuyers/
https://www.c4dcrew.com/realtors/
https://www.c4dcrew.com/buying-your-first-condo/
https://www.c4dcrew.com/first-time-home-buyer-checklist/
https://www.c4dcrew.com/real-estate-terms/
http://housebuyers4u.co.uk/


Preserve Clean
Owners will likely tidy up and prepare their homes before a forthcoming house viewing. So,
it’s best to not bring food or drinks while at the property tour and thus avoid causing a
mess.

Should You Take Shoes Off… Or Not
This is normal, minding that you enter somebody’s actual home. To take your shoes off or
use overshoes is part of real estate agent etiquette. Brokers will likely stick to protocol and
require you to it and would be grateful for your thoughtfulness. 

Moreover, you never know what cultural differences you’ll experience. People from some
nationalities and religions might find it offensive if you walk around their home with your
shoes on.

Don’t Bring Your Whole Family 
If possible, leave your parents, kids, and pets at home, because they are likely to hinder a
decent house tour. You have to agree that house viewing can’t be adequate if there is a fuss
around kids or animals. 

Besides. the property owner might get irritated by too many people and commotion.

Ask For Permission
Despite being an open house, it’s still not your home. 

We understand that you need to examine and check as much as possible, but it’ll matter a
great deal to owners if you first ask before you enter rooms, open drawers, touch objects,
and etc.

The same goes for if you need to use the bathroom or feel the need to sit down.

Can You Take Pictures When Viewing a House
Only after you kindly request it, so you won’t outstep privacy. You will look well-mannered
and respectful.

https://www.c4dcrew.com/cleaning-tips-before-showing/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tradition_of_removing_shoes_in_home


Keep Rude Opinion to Yourself
House viewing etiquette is all about showing high regard for the seller. The last thing to do
is to express offensive remarks on interior and decor. 

Keep it to yourself if the property owner’s taste does not match yours. You will only offend
that person. Even if you’re not in their presence, keep all impressions to yourself. 

Furthermore, owners might think you try to negotiate and that might not be in your favor.

Relevant Questions Only
The previous tip should not stop you from revealing concerns about the features of the
house such as details on electricity, water, isolation, the roof, and etc. It is okay to seek
information about each when the time is right. 

Do Inspections Later
It’s best if you make notes and arrange another meeting on a convenient day and time to
discuss them.

Be Concise and Precise
But how long should a house showing take? 

It’s almost as if are on a tour in a museum. You can’t spend too long on the open property.
Owners might think that you lack interest in the house. What comes in hand is making a list
with the most significant characteristics to look for before the viewing. 

This way you won’t wander, especially with other buyers around.

What To Bring When Viewing A House?
According to the style and manners guide Gentleman Zone:

Your smile and friendly attitude;
A neat and formal outfit;
Overshoes to make a good impression;

http://gentlemanzone.com/


A notebook to organize your findings; 
A treat to delight the owner. Chocolate goes a long way, you know;

Open House Etiquette Conclusion
If you follow these simple tips of property viewing, you will definitely prove yourself as a
perfect candidate to buy the abode. For the sake of your future home, it’s crucial to obtain a
set of good manners and attitude. 

They will undoubtedly be an advantage compared to any other poorly-behaving potential
buyers.


